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Scavenger Hunt Victory
Ignites Social Revolution
Spencer Loring Amb,
Chicago Buffoon Staff Writer
Peace Room, 15 May 2008In the wake of Snell-Hitchcock's
dramatic 800-point Scavenger Hunt
victory, the rest of campus has
dramatically upgraded its opinion of the
residents of the hall. Despite having
previously viewed Snell-Hitchcockians
as a socially challenged group of hyperacademic withdrawn misfits, both
professors and fellow students now
cannot but constantly express admiration
for the residents of the ancient houses.
The admiration has now begun to extend
into actions, with others making way to
aid and integrate Snell-Hitchcock
students into the broader community.
Says one anonymous Psi U member
between vomiting attempts: "previously,
I though that Snell-Hitchcock was a
bunch of ugly social retards incapable of
entering into non-dormcestuous
relationships, but now I recognize that
they are ugly sexually and socially
incompetent retards who can build a
zeusaphone and unicycle inside of it; so
they're totally fucking hot. If anyone
there wants to have a long talk, my

phone number is [XXXXXXX]." Phone
interviews with representatives of Alpha
Delt, AEPi, Delta U and Sigma Phi
generated like praise for the sexual and
social exploits of residents of the Dual
Dormitory. FiJi members, speaking on
deep background, admitted that "frankly,
the reason the frats hate Snell-Hitchcock
is none of us will ever be as hot as Max
Gallop, and none of our parties will be
half as fun as Dix and Grider's. Sorry for
all the misdirected hate, but at least
we're coming clean now: will you
forgive us?"
Speaking to his 240-person class
Introduction to Microeconomics Class
Monday afternoon, professor Allen
Sanderson excused scavies from
responsibility for week six and seven
homework and class materials.
"Previously, I believed this class was
about educating students in economics,
as part of the duty of the school; but now
I recognize that building a monowheel
lined with bacon is not only a critical
part of the Chicago experience, but that
it is entirely legitimate to not do one's
homework on the subject; and I further
recognize that it is critical to get
incredibly drunk to celebrate this and
then ditch class the next day because of
your high-class hangover, all of which is
to say is all scavies get their grades
moved up, unless they're from Broover."
The University of Chicago Police,
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speaking through an anatomically
correct scav porn spokesman released a
terse statement that: "The University
Police regrets our efforts to impede the
progress of groups of dumpster diving
thieves in the wee hours of the morning,
recognizing the importance of stealing
toilets and breaking them with a
sledgehammer. With traditional
Bedouins in Hyde Park, why don't we
just form the Arab Legion 2.0, and hand
over policing to them? You rock."
Representatives of Bartlett Dinning,
speaking at a news avail in front of the
pasta station, praised Snell-Hitchcock's
'Army Dillo' and Max Palevsky's 'The
Audacity of Pope' avowing that "We
always provide friendly service and
superb food, but figuring out what to do
with vast purchases by individuals who
haven't showered, slept, or changed in
four days is really fun for us; this is
doubly true when those individuals have
just roasted a perfectly spherical lamb
over an open fire. We love you now and
forever."
Wall Street recruiters speaking at CAPS
praised Snell-Hitchcock's method of
career development: "Frankly, having
other people spend lots of money so that
you can go to Vegas swimsuit
competitions to make pornographic
comic books about a worm is exactly

what investment banking is all about;
and if you just mention that you spent
spring quarter working on those exploits
we'll overlook the failing grades in
spring courses like a shot - employees
who will goof off and do jack shit
without coming to their jobs for a week
is _exactly_ what we look for in today’s
hypercompetitive marketplace."
The Chicago Maroon, an undergraduate
tablet, headlined this week's paper with a
congratulatory letter to Snell-Hitchcock
scavies, including notes that "We know
you're totally insecure stuck-up
humorless assholes, and still are; but the
intrinsic humor value in a cut down
Balloon taking out our newspaper
delivery person, who wasn't even ours
for the good application's sake, is really
amazing, and we love it, so we'll write
well now."
Various PreMeds across campus were
simply struck dumb by SnellHitchcock's exploits, one of the
remarking after days of silence: "_Two_
DeLoreans ferrying umbrella carrying
escorts? My life is meaningless. I want
to go now and pick flowers."
Speaking Collectively Monday noon, the
campus confined its statement to: "Wow,
Snell-Hitchcock gives us 25-foot wicker
Penis Envy."
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House Announcements:
Sign up for a Scav Victory T-Shirt (front mustache & goatee, back to Have and To Scav/
Bedouin Vows) if you want one or if you might be interested in buying one... this
determines if they get made. (Talk to Lee Holtzman, Sign up at the Front Desk)
NO Bollywood night this week b/c Indiana Jones, Bollython (=Bollywood Marathon!)
next week Friday.
First Breeze of Summer starts @ court his weekend
No RA help this weekend, if you've got computer problems "tough shit".
Talk to Jordan if you have a burning fire in your gut about what the rewritten IHC
Constitution should say.
"Can you paint with all the slushies of the wind?"
Stacy is coordinating the Indiana Jones trip for next week... let her know your time
preferences by email, ideally by Friday. Information to be forthcoming.
Sunday... Indiana Jones marathon in the Green Room, starting @ 2:30
IM Sports done for the year... yeah!
Give scav receipts to Max Gallop by end of Friday if you want money back
SEND UR SCAV EVAL EMAILS BACK... OR TELL THE CAPTAINS IN PERSON.
Put Scav biz on the webgroup. Do NOT put the Volcanus or Scavengers online (youtube
or facebook). Do NOT put people’s names/info on the videos that you do put up, if there
is something inappropriate in them.
Bad Movie Night. Sunday 10 in the rec room... FANTASTIC FOUR

